
A toast with which we began each planning meeting: 
Let us say yes to who or what turns up, before any determination, before any anticipation, before any identification…

      --Jacques Derrida, Of  Hospitality 

AN ABBREVIATED HISTORY OF THE HOSPITALITY PROJECT  
This project was inspired by an interest among Theater Studies students and faculty members Torry Bend and Jules 
Odendahl-James in exploring and finding ways to bridge the Duke - Durham divide through collaborative encounters. 
We wanted to partner with both arts and civic organizations to examine ways in which artistic practice might expand the 
reach or extend the audience around specific civic projects and how civic partners might engage artists in complex 
projects with an eye towards sustainable partnerships. Our participating students expressed specific interest in 
connecting their civic interests with their individual and collective artistic practices and doing this in ways beyond 
traditional theater performance or art exhibition. 
 

As we began our work with Sojourn Theatre (out of  Portland, OR) in the fall of  2011, a focus on “hospitality” began to 
emerge. This was because of  its historical specificity in the area (“southern hospitality”) and because of  its performative 
possibilities (the idea of  hospitality as a set of  rehearsed practices where individuals, some known some unknown, 
encounter each other). We organized our planning meetings with students around a series of  readings examining theories 
and acts of  hospitality, particularly Emmanuel Levinas and Jacques Derrida. 
 

Those readings provided a shared vocabulary and an intellectual backdrop for in-depth discussions about understanding 
the Duke community as always/already a part of  the Durham community. As students identified their community 
partners, we also created a set of  project questions related to key concerns and practices. For example: What is strange to 
you? Who are your strangers? Where do you feel safe? Where are your circles of  belonging? How does hospitality change across cultures? 
What was the most radical act of  hospitality you’ve ever performed? Received? What is the simplest act of  hospitality you can imagine?  
 

Many questions centered on being a stranger in relationship to a location or group, a fertile perspective from which to 
explore the Duke-Durham relationship where who is “community” and who is “strange” exist in constant tension 
depending on when, where, and how people meet. These questions required us to think about identity and community 
through acts of  encounter and ultimately led us to a plan for STRANGER: A Festival In Search of  Hospitable Acts  
<http://www.thestrangerfestival.org/>. 

Our sincerest gratitude to Carolyn Covalt and Dan Ellison for their many and vast contributions. Without their knowledge of  
Durham’s rich and diverse history and their own extended community networks, this project would not have been possible. Also, 
heartfelt thanks to former Duke faculty, Nina Prieur, who was one of  the originators of  the DCCE Studio proposal, saw it 
through its early development stages, and joined us again for the STRANGER Festival. 



Community Partners: St Joseph’s Episcopal Church, Central Park School for Children, Urban Ministries, Durham 
County Library, Joe’s Diner, TROSA Grocery, Motorco, The Scrap Exchange, Jay O’Berski, The City of  Durham 
Parks and Recreation Department, Kenan Institute for Ethics MASTERY Program, Durham Arts Council, Southern 
High School, Vera Bennett-Allen, Empowerment Fund, Janet Xiao, NC Dream Team, Threshold Clubhouse, Duke 
Baking Club, Emily K. Center, Bull City Forward, Barbara Lau, Frank Stasio, Sarah Beckwith, Sue Jarrell, Sherry 
Kinlaw, Katherine O'Brian, David Malone, Becky Chao, Chris Vitiello, Kimberly Moore. 

Act I: The Mural Truck   Facilitator: Michael Oliver (Sophomore)   
Description: The Mural Truck posed the question ‘What would you like to share 
with Durham?’ and invited responses in image and text. Combining planned  
stops with the joy of  the wander, its surface areas hosted a space for residents  
to share their creativity and reflections with the rest of  the city.  
 

Act II:  Strange/Common  Facilitator: Linda Yi (Senior)               
Description: A writing workshop and photographic installation proposing that 
perhaps the unfamiliar is more familiar than we think. 
 

Act III: Know Your Rights  Facilitator: Kimberly Welch (Junior)    
Description: An intimate training using personal stories and role-playing that 
explored the undocumented immigrant experience in the North Carolina. 
 

Act IV: Stranger Cakes   Facilitator: Professor Torry Bend & Keith Hyland (Junior) 
Description: A homemade day of  delivering messages of  thanks, curiosity, and exchange, at Duke, in Durham, from 
stranger to stranger, through the medium of  flour, butter and sugar. 
 

Act V:  Points of  Entry   Facilitators: Jennifer Sherman (Sophomore) & Mao Hu (First-Year) 
Description: An exploration of  citizenship and the refugee experience in Durham, including a re-imagining of  the US 
State Department video “Welcome: Portraits of  America,” new photographic works by students of  an English Language 
Learners program, and a Naturalization Interview created by our own Stranger Bureau for Citizenship and Immigration.  
 

Act VI: The Bus   Facilitator: Kimberly Welch (Junior)    
Description: A quest to reveal the inner curiosities of  the spaces between our spaces.  An exposé of  tiny moments of  
daily hospitality in our mobile environs.  An examination of  stranger behavior at 0-50 miles per hour…from the Bull City 
Connector to the far reaches of  DATA. 
 

Act VII: Open Letters   Facilitators: Professor Torry Bend & Shannon Scrofano of  Sojourn Theatre 
Description: Check your newspaper – lamp post – telephone pole, for a letter-layer of  presents, presented. Citizens, 
experts and citizen experts offer open thoughts to the city on notions of  unconditional hospitality, invisible thresholds, 
intangible borders, and how Durham life constantly reinvents itself  through its untotalizable sum of  hospitable acts. 
 

Act VIII: Threshold   Facilitators: Jennifer Blocker, Libby Busdicker & Kyler Griffin (Seniors),  
             Katie Sommers & Alpha Tessema (Juniors), Erin Tuckerman (Sophomore) 

Description: Using Duke and Durham as stages, this movement piece addressed the unmarked thresholds in our 
surroundings.  The dancers articulated physical encounters between familiar and unfamiliar and offered the performance to 
those Duke and Durham residents who happened on the events. 
 

 Act IX: The Trail   Facilitator: Abby Starnes (Sophomore) 
             Description: This series of  small installations lined the Tobacco Trail to                 

be stumbled on by those who bike, run or walk this Durham outdoor.   
Space. The brightly painted boxes honored a small part of  the southern  

experience by treasuring the contents/gifts of  Moon Pies and cotton.   
 

Act X:  Epilogue   Facilitators: All student participants. 
       Description:  Small plates from our menu of  micro-events were shared  

by artists in the form of video highlights, photographic evidence, and a 
mobile mural. Kimberly Welch of  Act VI fame offered her findings 

fresh off  the bus journey. 

From our Opening Ceremonies at the 
downtown Durham post office: 

In honor of  welcoming and beginnings and welcoming the 
honoring of  beginnings we declare this day, a day to 
honor welcomes.  With this ribbon cut, I declare that 
today, all over Durham will be a day of  hospitality, 

scrawled and notarized. Wished, promised, dreamed, set 
down.  With this ribbon cut, engage, remake, persuade. 
From this moment forward everything that happens on 
this day will be an act of  hospitality that we will claim. 

NOTE: Though listed in numerical 
order, the acts were not bound by a 
strict chronology. Some timing was 
decided by the needs of  community 
partners, student participants, or 
dictated by venue availability and 
weather conditions. Some acts were 
designed to stretch the endurance of  
performers. Some acts required 
open-ended locations and time-
frames to allow for strangers to 
happen upon the event.	  


